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A new method for the construction of graphs with given regular group is de- 
veloped and used to show that to every nonabelian group G of order 3k, k > 4, 
there exists a graph X whose automorphism group is isomorphic to G and 
regular as a permutation group on the set of vertices of X. 
If X is a graph without loops or multiple edges we can consider the 
automorphism group A(X) of X as an incidence preserving permutation 
group acting on the set V(X) of vertices of X, i.e., for every edge [a, b] 
of X and every g, E G the pair [~a, qb] is also an edge of X. A(X) is 
transitive if there exists a g, E A(X) for every a, b E V(X) with qpa = b. 
If G(X) is transitive and the order 1 A( of A(X) is equal to the number 
1 X [ of vertices of X we say that A(X) is regular. Clearly A(X) is regular 
if and only if A(X) is transitive and if the identity permutation of V(X) is 
the only element of A(X) fixing vertices of X, i.e., if ya = a implies 
9) = L. 
It has been shown by Chao [l] and Sabidussi [7] that every element of 
A(X) is of order 2 if A(X) is abelian and regular. Thus A(X) g Zzm for 
some integer n, where 2, denotes the cyclic group of order 2. In [2] it has 
further been shown that there exists a graph X with A(X) g Zzm if and 
only if y1 # 2, 3, 4. 
For nonabelian automorphism groups the situation is more complicated. 
However, Nowitz and Watkins [5, 61 could show that to every group G 
whose order is relatively prime to 6 there exists a graph X such that A(X) 
is regular and isomorphic to G. Such an X they call a graphical regular 
representation (GRR) of G. As they use the theorem of Feit-Thompson 
on the solvability of groups of odd order in their proof, groups of even 
order do not seem to be readily accessible by their methods, but one 
would hope to be able to eliminate the factor 3 in their theorem, at least 
for large groups. The first step in this direction is the investigation of the 
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groups of order 3”. There are no nonabelian groups of order 3 or 9 and 
two of order 27. They have been classified by Watkins and Nowitz [6, S]. 
One of them has a GRR, but not the other. In this paper we develop a new 
method of proof for the construction of GRR-s and use it to show that all 
nonabelian groups of order 3”, k > 4, hav 
An essential tool in the construction of G -s is the concept of Cayley 
graphs. If G is a group and N a subset of G not containing the identity & 
of G, the Cayley graph X,,, is defined on G by connecting every element g 
with all elements of the form gh, h E H, by an edge. It is easy to see that 
x G,H is connected if and only if H is a generating set of 6. The group G 
acts on XS,H as a subgroup of the automorphism group of p(,,, in the 
sense that [a, b] IS an edge of X,,, 1 ‘f and only if [ga, gb] is an edge of 
x G,N . Clearly G acts transitively on V(X,,,). In order io find a GRR of 
it therefore suffices to select a generating set H of G such that the only 
automorphism of XG,H fixing e is the identity permutation of VcXG,,). 
With every edge [g, g/z] the unordered pair [g, gh-rj is also an element 
of the edge set E(X,,,) of X,,, . We can therefore assume ~e~cef~rtb 
without loss of generality that H is closed under inversion, i.e., that 
H = H--I. 
A collection C of subsets of a set !S is called a system of im~ril~itiv~ty 
with respect to a transitive permutation group G acting on 9 if $9 E C 
for every y E G and every S E C. 
THEOREM 1. Let Y be a vertex transitive graph and let X,, )..., XbWl be 
disjoint induced subgraphs of Y with k-l / Y / vertices each. Denote the 
minimal degree of X0 V --- v X,-, by d and suppose that every vertex of X, , 
0 < i < k - 1, is adjacent to at most s vertices ofXj , j # i, and to at most 
t vertices of Y - Xi . Then the V(Xi) are a system of ~m~rimitiv~ty of A(Y) 
if the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) +lXo/+s<d+l, 
(ii) +iX,j+t<d+l. 
Puoo$ If the assertion of the theorem is not trne there is a ‘p E A(Y) 
and an Xi such that p?Xi meets at least two graphs Xi . 
Suppose ?Xa meets only X, and X, . Without loss of generality we can 
assume / ~JX~ n X, j < $ / X0 I. Every vertex a E qXi n X, is adjacent 
to at most & / X, / - 1 vertices of 9X$ n X, and to at most s in cpXi n Xm . 
Thus & I X,, / - 1 + s > d, in contradiction to (i). 
One proceeds similarly if yXi meets at least three X5 , 
It should be noted that (i) implies that the minimal degree of every Xi 
is larger than 4 / Xi I. Hence all Xi are connected. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let G be a normal subgroup of index 3 in GI . Then the 
cosets of G are a system of imprimitivity of the automorphism group Xo,,n, 
if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(0 4 I G I + B I fG\G I -c I Hl n G I + 1, 
(ii> +IGI+/H,\Gl <lH,nGl+l. 
Proof. For any u E G,\G we have G1 = G u uG v u2G. Let Xi be the 
subgraph of Xc,,H, induced by uiG. Every Xi is an isomorphic copy of 
X,,,l,, , which is a regular graph of degree d = I HI n G j. Now it is 
easy to see that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, s being equal to 
4 I H,\G j and t = I H,\G I. 
COROLLUY 2. Let G be a normal subgroup of index 3 in GI , H be a 
generating set of G, and K be a nonempty set contained in G,\G. Let e $ H 
and assume that both H and K are closed under inversion. 
Then HI = (G\(H u e)) v K is a generating set of Gl and the cosets of G 
are a system of imprimitivity of A(Xol,ul) if the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
(0 fil-F;l+IHI <8lG/, 
(ii> IKl+IffI <SIGI. 
Proof. It suffices to show that H’ = (G\(H u e)) is a generating set 
of G. Since K is nonempty and closed under inversion we have 1 K 1 > 2, 
which implies / H I + 1 < Q / G j by (i). Therefore 1 H’ 1 > g I G I and 
x G,X’ is a regular graph of degree d > 4 I G I. Hence X,,,? is connected 
and H’ is a generating set of G. 
It should be noted that X,,, and X,,,? are complementary graphs and 
have the same group. We will frequently apply the following lemmas 
without explicitly saying so. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose X,,, is a Cayley graph and that every automorphism 
z,4 of X,,, which fixes e also fixes b and c. Then every automorphism y 
fixing b also fixes be. 
Proof We have already noted that G acts on X,?, as a subgroup of the 
automorphism group and we will use the same letter for an element b E G 
and the automorphism of X,,, induced by b. This is justified since b-l E G 
induces an automorphism which is inverse to the one induced by b. 
Suppose qb = b. Then b-$b * e = b-ly * be = b-l * yb = b-l * b = e. 
This means that b-lg?b is an automorphism of X,,, fixing e, hence also c. 
Thus, b-$b * c = c and therefore 31 * bc = bc. 
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For the next lemma, which is an immediate corollary of the first, we 
introduce the notation A,@,,,) for the stabilizer of e, i.e., for the set of 
automorphisms of A’,,, fixing e. 
LEMMA 2. Ifevery element of A,(Xo,,)fi xes every element of a subset S 
of G, then every element in A&X,,,) fi xes all elements of G generated by S, 
i.e., (S). In particular, A(XG,,) is regular ifs genercrtees G. 
In the following proof properties of p-groulps will be used fre~n~~t~y. 
They can be found in most textbooks on group theory, for example in [ 
T~OIPEM 2. Every nonabelian group of order P’, k > 4, has a G 
Proof. We will show first that every such group has a G 
generated by two elements. 
Suppose G, = (u, a). Since ap-group has a nontrivial center there is an 
element c in the center of G, different from e. Further, let G be a maximal 
roper) subgroup of G, containing a and c. Since all maximal subgroups 
ofp-groups are normal, G is normal of index 3 in G1 . We note that c2 E G 
but that G cannot contain U, otherwise G, = (u, a) C G. 
Let the sets H, K, and HI be defined as fohows. 
H = (a, a-‘), 
K = {u, au, cu, u-l, u-la-l, u-%+>, 
HI = (G\(H u e)) u FL. 
We want to show that c can be chosen such that Y = Xc,,NI is a GR 
of G, = By Corollary 1 the cosets of G are a system of imprimit~v~~ wi 
respect to A(Y), because 1 G 1 3 27. 
The first step is to determine under which conditions the elements of 
A,(Y) stabilize the cosets uG and U-IG. This is certainly the case if the 
subgraphs of Y induced by {u, au, cu> and {u-l, ~-la-~> u-%-l] are 
nonisomorphic. 
Let us consider (u-l, u-la-l, u-k’> first. Since a-l qL HI , the vertex 8-l 
is not adjacent to u-la-l. Hence the graph induced by these three vertices 
is not a triangle, no matter how we have initially chosen c. 
Ef ua*l # au, cu and aua*l f cu, the set (u, au, cu} spans a triangle. 
Clearly ua + au; otherwise GI = (u, a) would be abelian. If ua-l = a~ 
it follows that au2 = au . u = ua-1 . 2.8 = u . a-%4 = u * ua = u%. J3enee 
a commutes with u2 and all powers of u2. As u has odd order this would 
imply that a commutes with u also, which is not possible. Further, we 
note that ua*l # UC = cu; otherwise a would be in the center of G, ~ 
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Suppose aua = cu. Then aua f c2u. If the relation aua-l = c% held 
we would have c * aua = aua-l and hence c = a-2, which is not possible. 
In this case it therefore suffices to replace c by c2 to ensure that the set 
(u, au, cu} induces a triangle. Analogously, one shows that the same 
replacement works if aua-l = cu. 
This means that the cosets of G are fixed setwise by every 01 E A,(Y). 
Clearly 01 permutes the sets of neighbors of U, au, cu, and u-l, u-la-l, z.+c-~ 
in G. They are 
u: e, a-l, c-l au: a, e, ac-l cu: c, ca-l, e 
u-l: e, u-lau, c; ~-la-~: u-la-94, e, u-~-~z~c* 2 I&-~: c-l, u-lauc-l, e. 
As 01 can only map a into itself or into a-l, it is clear that 01 fixes the set 
(c, ca-l, e} and hence CU. By Lemma 1, U-Q-~ is also fixed, which implies 
that every 01 E A,(Y) maps {c-l, u-lauc-l, e} into itself. 
If an a in A,(Y) does not fix c-l, 01 has to interchange {e, a-l, c-l> with 
{a, e, ac-l> and therefore UC-~ = ac-l. On the other hand EC-1 = ~-~auc-~ 
since every 01 E A,(Y) maps {c-l, u-lauc-l, e} into itself. This would imply 
ac-l = U-%ZUC-~ or ua = au, contrary to assumption. Hence every 
CY. E A,(Y) fixes c-l and therefore also a-l and U. By Lemma 2 we infer 
that A(Y) is regular. 
The preceding argument also shows that every nonabelian group of 
order 3”, k > 4, which has only abelian maximal subgroups, has a GRR, 
because every such group G, is generated by any two noncommuting 
elements u and a. If this were not so, (u, a) would be a nonabelian proper 
subgroup of G, and hence the maximal subgroup of G, containing (u, a) 
would be nonabelian. 
This shows that we can restrict ourselves henceforth to groups G1 with 
nonabelian maximal subgroups G. We will proceed by induction with 
respect to the order of G, . 
Let G1 be of order 81. As there are only two nonabelian groups of 
order 27 we have to consider only two cases. We first consider the group G 
given by the generating relations a3 = b3 = c3 = e; ab = bat; ac = ca; 
bc = cb. It does not have a GRR, as has been shown by Nowitz and 
Watkins [6]. This makes our construction more complicated, We note 
that G is already generated by (a, b} as c is the commutator of a and b. 
We set H = (a, 6, a-l, b-l). Then X,,, and X& = X,,,, are connected 
Cayley graphs. For u E G,\G we further define K by 
K = {u, au, abu, u-l, u-la-l, u-lb-la-l} 
and note that the conditions of Corollary 2 are satisfied. As before, we 
consider the induced subgraphs of Y = Xc,,H1 spanned by {u, au, abu} 
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and (u-1, u-la-l, ~-%-la-~]. Since u-l is nonadjacent to u-%~-~ in P it 
suffices to show that {u, au, abu) spans a triangle in order to see that every 
OL E A,(Y) fixes 6, uG, and u-lG setwise. This is the case if au, abu $ u 
and if abu $ auH, i.e., if a, b, ab 6 uHu-~. 
At hrst we show that u can be chosen such that ok commutes neither 
with a nor with b. To this end it suffices to replace u by uab if it commutes 
with a and b, by ub if it only commutes with a, and by ua if it only corn- 
mutes with b. By a previous argument this implies that ua-1 f au and 
ub-l j; bu. Thus a f ua*lu-1 and b # ub%rl. If a = uWU-~ or 
k, = UC+U-~ we note that G, = (11, a), a case we have akeady treated. 
Analogously we note that (u, a) = Gl if ab = ua*%rl and that (u, b) = G, 
if ab = ub%-1. 
We can therefore assume that every 01 E A,(Y) fixes 6, I&, and u-1G 
setwise. It remains to be shown that they are also fixed pointwise. As 
the neighbors of u, au, and abu in G are 
u: e, a-1, b-la-l; m: a, e, ab-la-l; abu: ab, aba-I, e 
the sets (a-l, b-la-l), {a, ab-la-l}, and (ab, aba-I) are blocks with respect 
to 01. The distance of the vertices a and a-l from e in XG,, is I, that of ab 
and b-la-l is 2, and the vertices ab-la-l, aba-l have distance 3 fro 
as one can readily verify. This implies that 01 fixes every one of these 
and further that OL also fixes the elements of these sets individually. Then OL 
fixes u as the only common neighbor of e, a-l, b-la-l in I&‘, and with the 
generators a, b, and u, 01 fixes every element of G, . 
Let us now consider the nonabelian group G of order 27 with a GR 
It is generated by two elements a, b subject to the relations a9 = b3 = e; 
b-lab = a4. We set c = ba-I, d = ba2, and 
H = (a, b, c, d, a-l, b-l, c-l, dei). 
Then X F,B is a GRR of G, as has been shown by Watkins [g]. For w  E G,\6 
we set 
K = (u, au, u-l, u-la-l>. 
Then 6, H, and K satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2. We want to show 
that u can be chosen such that Y = XG,,x, is a GR of Gl . Any 0: E A,(Y) 
fixes G pointwise since X,,, is a GRR. Further, it leaves the sets (u, au), 
(u-l, u-la-l} invariant or interchanges them. We consider the neighbors 
of the elements of K in G: 
u: e, a-l; 
24-l: e, zrlau; 
au: a, e 
u-la-l: rla-%, e. 
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Clearly 01 can only interchange uG and u-lG if a is equal to u-lxu, where x 
is equal to a or a-l. If this is the case we replace u by ub and repeat the 
above construction. Thus every 01 E A,(Y) ties the cosets of G setwise. 
Since it also fixes a-l, it fixes u and therefore also every element of 
(a, b, u) = Gl . 
Thus every nonabelian group of order 81 has a GRR. Now the proof 
of the theorem is easily finished by induction, using the fact that every 
nonabelian group G, containing a normal subgroup G of index 3 has 
a GRR if G has a GRR and if j G 1 > 36 [3, Theorem 31. 
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